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Abstract Various remote sensing-based terrestrial evapotranspiration (ET) models have been developed
during the past four decades. These models vary in conceptual and mathematical representations of the
physics, consequently leading to different performances. Examination of uncertainties associated with limi-
tations in model physics will be useful for model selection and improvement. Here, three dual-source
remote sensing ET models (i.e., the Hybrid dual-source scheme and Trapezoid framework-based ET Model
(HTEM), the Two-Source Energy Balance (TSEB) model, and the MOD16 ET algorithm) using ASTER images
were compared during the MUSOEXE-12 campaign in the Heihe River Basin in Northwest China, aiming to
better understand the differences in model physics that potentially lead to differences in model perform-
ance. Model results were first compared against observations from a dense network of eddy covariance
towers and isotope-based evaporation (E) and transpiration (T) partitioning. Results show that HTEM outper-
formed the other two models in simulating ET and its partitioning, whereas MOD16 performed worst (i.e.,
ET root-mean-square errors are 42.3 W/m2 (HTEM), 49.8 W/m2 (TSEB), and 95.3 W/m2 (MOD16)). On to model
limitations, HTEM tends to underestimate ET under high advection due mostly to the underestimation of
temperatures for the wet edge in its trapezoidal space. For TSEB, large uncertainties occur in determining
the initial Priestley-Taylor coefficient and the iteration procedure for ET partitioning, leading to overestima-
tion/underestimation of T/E in most cases, particularly over sparse vegetation. Primary use of meteorological
data for MOD16 does not effectively capture the soil moisture restriction on ET, and therefore results in
unreasonable spatial ET patterns.

1. Introduction

Global change has caused large-scale changes in vegetation of terrestrial ecosystems, which may potentially
alter the local/regional water and carbon cycling and their feedbacks to the climate system [Huxman et al.,
2005; Cornelissen et al., 2007]. Evapotranspiration (ET) is a major component of the terrestrial hydrological
cycle and controls land-atmosphere feedbacks via modulating the surface energy budget. Simulation of the
two components of ET, evaporation (E) and transpiration (T), reflecting energy and water fluxes from soil via
nonbiological processes and from vegetation via biological processes, respectively, can be helpful in devel-
oping a better understanding of the water status and plant productivity of areas of interest [Huxman et al.,
2005; Yang et al., 2013a]. Specifically, T dominates terrestrial ET and is intrinsically linked with carbon assimi-
lation [Jasechko et al., 2013]. However, a quantitative understanding of T processes at the ecosystem level is
still lacking and remains a theoretical and technical challenge as it often occurs concurrently with soil evap-
oration. As a result, partitioning ET into its component fluxes is key to understanding changes in carbon and
water cycling in a changing environment [e.g., Scott et al., 2006; Vivoni, 2012].

Accurate quantification of ET and its components can be achieved by using a combination of in situ meas-
urements, such as eddy covariance systems, Bowen-ratio systems, weighing lysimeter, sap-flow meters, and
isotope sampling [Baldocchi, 2003; Yepez et al., 2003; Zhang et al., 2008; Yang et al., 2013b]. However, such
field-based observations are often costly and made at point scale. Meanwhile, global estimates of ET and its
partitioning from climate models have coarse spatial resolution and are subjected to large uncertainties in
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forcing, stomatal conductance, and ground-truth data for model calibration, resulting in predicted T ranging
from 20% to 65% of total land surface ET [Jasechko et al., 2013].

Satellite remote sensing has provided an unprecedented opportunity for capturing ET across a variety of
spatial and temporal scales that are not attainable by conventional techniques [e.g., Carlson, 2007; Kalma
et al., 2008; Li et al., 2009; Wang and Dickinson, 2012; Merlin et al., 2014]. Compared with one-source models
which simulate bulk ET from the land surface by primarily using remotely sensed land surface temperature
(LST) and vegetation index (VI) [e.g., Bastiaanssen et al., 1998; Su, 2002; Carlson, 2007; Long and Singh,
2012a], two-source modes represent physical processes and simulate E and T separately over larger areas
[e.g., Norman et al., 1995; Zhang et al., 2005; Mu et al., 2011; Long and Singh, 2012b; Yang and Shang, 2013],
which could be more useful for understanding hydrological and biological processes of the terrestrial
biosphere.

One fundamental difficulty in two-source ET modeling is that two-source approaches require knowledge of
surface temperatures of soil and vegetation canopy. However, this information is often unattainable directly
from satellite images because remotely sensed LST is a composite temperature of heterogeneous surfaces.
As a result, various approaches have been developed to decompose remotely sensed LST into temperature
components and separately estimate E and T [e.g., Kustas et al., 2003]. In the classic Two-Source Energy Bal-
ance model (TSEB) [Norman et al., 1995], the Priestley-Taylor (P-T) parameterization is adopted to obtain a
first estimate of T and canopy temperature [Priestley and Taylor, 1972], and then to calculate E and T in an
iterative manner. A similar idea was adopted by Kustas and Norman [1997] and Anderson et al. [2007] and
others. In more recently developed trapezoid models, like the Pixel Component Arranging and Comparing
Algorithm (PCACA) [Zhang et al., 2005], Two-source Trapezoid Model for Evapotranspiration (TTME) [Long
and Singh, 2012b], and the hybrid dual-source scheme and trapezoid framework-based ET model (HTEM)
[Yang and Shang, 2013], soil wetness isolines within a VI/LST trapezoidal space [Moran et al., 1994; Carlson,
2007] are used to decompose the bulk radiative temperature into component temperatures by linearly
interpolating slopes of dry and wet edges based on LST and VI for a specific surface [Zhang et al., 2005]. The
Moderate Resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer (MODIS) ET algorithm (referred to as MOD16 hereafter)
represents another type of two-source remote sensing ET models, in which remotely sensed LST is not
required [Mu et al., 2011]. Instead, it estimates T directly from a Penman-Monteith type equation where the
canopy conductance is expressed as the optimal canopy conductance multiplied by two scaling factors
depicting the influences from air temperature and vapour pressure deficit (VPD). On the other hand, E is cal-
culated using a soil moisture constraint function based on the complementary relationship [Mu et al., 2011].
These E and T algorithms enable global ET products to be generated based on MODIS data (e.g., LAI with a
spatial resolution of 1 km) and Global Modeling and Assimilation Office (GMAO) meteorological forcing
(spatial resolution ;18 3 1.258). The MOD16 ET product has been widely used in various hydrological and
ecological studies [e.g., Mu et al., 2009; Wang et al., 2014b; Yang et al., 2014].

Different assumptions and formulations are adopted by the above-mentioned models, with different mod-
els showing variable applicability under different climate, land cover, and soil moisture conditions. For
example, Li et al. [2005] compared two resistance network formulations (layer approach versus patch
approach) in the TSEB model, and found that the difference in estimated sensible heat flux from the two
approaches can be as high as 35%. Timmermans et al. [2007] reported large discrepancies between the sur-
face energy balance algorithm for land (SEBAL) and TSEB flux maps during the SGP’97 and Monsoon’90
experiments, especially for areas with bare soil and sparse vegetation. Similar findings based on ground-
based heat flux measurements collected from the Soil Moisture Atmosphere Coupling Experiment (SMA-
CEX) were reported in Choi et al. [2009]. Model comparisons are extremely valuable as it potentially provides
us with a greater insight into model performance, which is critical for model selection under specific climate
and environmental settings and for model improvement.

Efforts have been made to compareTSEB with one-source models (e.g., SEBAL, the Surface Energy Balance
System (SEBS) and the Triangle model) across a range of vegetation cover and moisture conditions [e.g.,
French et al., 2005; Timmermans et al., 2007; Choi et al., 2009; Tang et al., 2011]. However, comparison among
dual-source models has been very limited [e.g., Li et al., 2005]. Single-source models have been found to
underperform two-source models, especially over partially vegetated surfaces [Timmermans et al., 2007;
Choi et al., 2009]. As most previous studies compared/validated outputs from different models against
observations and performed simple sensitivity analysis on model inputs [Chen et al., 2014; Vinukollu et al.,
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2011], there is a need for further investigation into the model physics (or mechanisms) [Choi et al., 2009] to
more appropriately evaluate model applicability. Particularly, more attention should be paid to the mecha-
nism and outputs of E and T in two-source models, especially over relatively dry environments [Yang et al.,
2013c]. It should be noted that examination of E and T partitioning is much more important than that of ET
simulation in two-source models, as concurrent overestimation/underestimation of E and underestimation/
overestimation of T would still result in comparable ET estimates.

To gain a better understanding of differences in model physics, especially on the partitioning between E
and T, three dual-source remote sensing ET models (i.e., HTEM, TSEB, and MOD16 ET algorithm) were com-
pared in this study. As independent data we used surface flux measurements collected from the Multi-Scale
Observation Experiment on Evapotranspiration over heterogeneous land surfaces 2012 (MUSOEXE-12) cam-
paign [Li et al., 2013]. The three models have distinct modeling logics and are representative of three differ-
ent types of two-source remote sensing ET models, i.e., the VI/LST space-based model, the P-T
parameterization-based model, and the Penman-Monteith equation-type-based model. Therefore, we
hypothesize that the three models would perform significantly different, even though all three models
claim to be physically based. Moreover, all three models were designed to be fully automated without man-
ually selecting end-members (i.e., extreme hot and cold pixels). Therefore, modeling errors caused by sub-
jectivity in selecting extreme boundaries of ET have been greatly reduced in contrast to previous
comparison studies, such as in Choi et al. [2009] and Timmermans et al. [2007].

Apart from comparison with in situ measurements, this study focuses on examining the limitations in model
physics (i.e., model assumptions and parameterizations), which will provide valuable information for further
model improvement. A brief review of the model formulations is given in section 2. Study site, data descrip-
tion, and variable derivation are presented in section 3, followed by model outputs in section 4. A thorough
analysis of the model physics as well as its advantages and limitations is provided in section 5. Conclusions
are presented in section 6.

2. Model Description

2.1. HTEM Model
The hybrid dual-source scheme and trapezoid framework-based ET model (HTEM) estimates E and T latent
heat fluxes by resolving energy balance for both the soil and vegetation surfaces [Yang and Shang, 2013]. It
first adopts a layer approach to allocate available energy for each component (i.e., equations (1)–(3) in Yang
and Shang [2013]), and uses a patch approach to partition available energy into latent heat (LE), sensible
heat (H), and ground heat fluxes (G).

Rnc5fcðLEc1HcÞ (1)

Rns2G5ð12fcÞðLEs1HsÞ (2)

where Rn is net radiation (W/m2), and substitutes s and c represent the soil and canopy components, respec-
tively. fc is the fractional vegetation cover, which can be deduced from remotely sensed normalized differ-
ence vegetation index (NDVI) [Li et al., 2005; Zhou et al., 2009]. It should be noted that sensible and latent
heat fluxes calculated from a patch approach represent values per unit area of component (i.e., vegetation
or soil). Hence, the average value per unit ground area should be weighted by the fractional cover of each
component, as shown in equations (1) and (2) [Lhomme and Chehbouni, 1999].

The ground heat flux (G) is assumed to be a constant ratio of Rns

G5cRns (3)

where c is the ratio of G over Rns, and is taken to be 0.35 in this study [Long and Singh, 2012b].

As a result, latent heat flux can be estimated as a residue in the surface energy balance equation for each
component,

fcLEc5Rnc2fcHc5Rnc2fcqCp
Tc2Ta

rc
a

(4)
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ð12fcÞLEs5Rns2G2ð12fcÞHs5Rns2G2ð12fcÞqCp
Ts2Ta

ra
a1rs

a
(5)

where q is air density (kg/m3); Cp is the specific heat of air at constant pressure (J/kg/K). ra
a is the aerody-

namic resistance to heat transfer between Zom1d (Zom is the canopy roughness length for momentum
transfer and d is zero displacement height, which can be determined from Campbell and Norman [1998])
and the reference height (s/m); rc

a is the aerodynamic resistance to heat transfer between canopy and the
reference height (s/m); and rs

a is the aerodynamic resistance to heat transfer in the boundary layer immedi-
ately above the soil surface (s/m). Equations for the three resistance terms above can be found in S�anchez
et al. [2008].

To obtain estimates of Hs and Hc, surface temperatures for soil and canopy are needed. In HTEM, the soil
wetness isoline within a theoretically determined fc/LST trapezoidal space is adopted to decompose
remotely sensed LST into component temperatures. As shown in Figure 1, four critical points relating to
four extreme surface conditions define a trapezoid. Points A and B represent dry, bare soil and dry, fully
vegetated surfaces, respectively, which shape the warm edge of the trapezoidal space. It is further assumed
that the warm edge corresponds to zero ET. Conversely, points C and D determine the cold edge and repre-
sent wet, fully vegetated and wet, bare soil surfaces, respectively. As a result, ET on the cold edge CD is
assumed to be at it maximum rates (i.e., potential ET).

Soil wetness isolines representing the same soil water content were found to exist in the fc/LST space via
soil-vegetation-atmosphere transfer modeling [Carlson, 2007]. Assuming a uniform soil texture for each
pixel, the soil surface radiative temperature is solely affected by soil moisture. Thus, it is assumed that pixels
along one soil wetness isoline are also isothermal. To determine Ts for each pixel, the slope of each isoline is
first derived by interpolating the slope of the warm edge and that of the cold edge in terms of the tempera-
ture difference between the pixel and the cold edge (a) and between the pixel and the warm edge (b)
[Zhang et al., 2005; Long and Singh, 2012b]. As a result, Ts for each pixel can be calculated from

Ts5fc
a

a1b
ðTsmax 2TcmaxÞ1LST (6)

Because a linear assumption is used in HTEM to explain soil moisture isolines, canopy surface temperatures
can be determined from

Tc5
1
fc
½LST2ð12fcÞTs� (7)

In contrast to other VI/LST space-based models, the boundaries of the fc/LST space in HTEM are determined
theoretically. For the cold edge, the air temperature is taken to be the horizontal cold edge under the
assumption that the largest ET rate corresponds to the lowest sensible heat flux (i.e., ; 0). However, taking
air temperature as the horizontal cold edge does not allow the model to account for advection effects (see
section 5.1). For the warm edge, surface temperatures of the two extreme points (i.e., Ts_max for point A and

Tc_max for point B) can be determined
by combining the surface energy bal-
ance equation and the surface radia-
tion balance equation. A detailed
description on the derivation of theo-
retical warm and cold edges can be
found in Long et al. [2012].

2.2. TSEB Model
Similar to the HTEM model, the Two-
Source Energy Balance (TSEB) model
also considers the latent heat flux as a
residual in the surface energy balance
equation [Norman et al., 1995; Kustas
and Norman, 1997]. Thus, we applied
the same dual-source scheme as

Figure 1. Sketch of the trapezoidal fc/LST space in HTEM. Dashed lines within the
trapezoid space represent soil wetness isolines. Points E and F lie along the same
soil wetness isoline share the same soil surface temperature.
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HTEM to TSEB in this study (i.e., equations (1)–(5)). However, unlike the HTEM model which determines com-
ponent temperatures based on a VI/LST space, the TSEB model estimates component temperatures by using
an iterative approach [Norman et al., 1995]. It first assumes a potential transpiration rate for the canopy com-
ponent, and estimates LEc using a modified Priestley-Taylor (P-T) parameterization [Agam et al., 2010]

LEc5aPTLEeq5aPT
D

D1c
Rnc (8)

where aPT is the Priestley-Taylor coefficient (referred to as the P-T coefficient hereafter) and LEeq is the equi-
librium transpiration [Agam et al., 2010]. For the first estimation of LEc, the initial P-T coefficient is taken to
be a fixed value of 1.3 (or 1.26, Norman et al. [1995]); D is the slope of the saturation vapor pressure versus
temperature curve, and c is the psychrometric constant (; 0.066 kPa/oC).

Canopy surface temperatures can then be estimated from equation (4) based on LEc estimates from equation (8),
and a nonlinear relationship between LST and component temperatures is used to get the first estimation of Ts

LST5½fcT 4
c 1ð12fcÞT 4

s �
1=4 (9)

Combining equation (9) and equation (5) gives the first estimation of LEs. However, LEs from equation (5)
may reflect some unrealistic conditions, such as condensation at the soil surface (i.e., LEs<0) under daytime
convective conditions with a soil moisture deficit, which can be mainly owing to the initial estimate of LEc

given by the P-T parameterization for potential transpiration, overestimating actual transpiration. If this con-
dition is encountered by the TSEB model, the P-T coefficient is iteratively reduced until LEs ; 0.

2.3. MOD16 ET Algorithm
The MOD16 ET algorithm takes a different approach than the HTEM and TSEB models by estimating LE for
each component directly from Penman-Monteith type equations [Mu et al., 2011]. For transpiration, stoma-
tal conductance (Cs) is calculated as the potential stomatal conductance multiplied by two scaling factors
representing influences from air temperature (Ta) and vapor pressure deficit (VPD)

Gs5CLmðTaÞmðVPDÞrcorr (10)

where CL is the mean potential stomatal conductance per unit leaf area, and is set to 0.007 (m/s) for crops.
m(Ta) and m(VPD) are stress functions that reduce potential stomatal conductance under unfavorable Ta

and VPD conditions, respectively [Mu et al., 2007]. rcorr is a correcting factor, which is a function of Ta and air
pressure [Mu et al., 2011].

Evaporation from the unsaturated soil surface is calculated by multiplying potential soil evaporation (LEs_-

dry_potential) with a soil moisture constraint function based on the complementary relationship [Mu et al.,
2011; Fisher et al., 2008]

LEsdry 5LEsdrypotentialð
RHday

100
ÞVPDday=b (11)

where RHday and VPDday are the daily mean relative humidity (%) and the daily mean vapor pressure deficit
(Pa), respectively; b is an parameter which was set to 100 in Mu et al. [2007] but 200 in Mu et al. [2011].

Note that Rn, Rnc, Rns, and G are estimated using the same sets of equations and parameters for the three
models in the current study to reduce effects of different intermediate variables on model comparison,
which therefore allows us to focus on the key outputs of the three models (i.e., H in HTEM and TSEB, LE in
MOD16, and LEc/LE in all models). Furthermore, the current comparison study was performed based on the
suggested parameterization scheme of each model without local calibration, except for parameter b in
equation (11) (see section 5.3 for an explanation). Therefore, results from this study are generalizable, even
though it does not necessarily result in the best model performance (without local calibration).

3. Study Site and Data

3.1. MUSOEXE-12 Campaign
The model comparison was based on surface flux measurements collected from the MUSOEXE-12 field cam-
paign, which took place in the middle reach of the Heihe River Basin from May to September 2012
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(100o18’E;100o35’E, 38o42’N;39o00’N, Figure 2).This region is characterized by a cold and dry landscape,
with mean annual air temperature of 7.2oC and precipitation of 126.7 mm (1960–2000). Most of the region
consists of an elevated plain at ;1550 m a.s.l. with the elevation slightly higher in the southwest and lower
in the northeast. During the campaign, daily mean air temperature ranged from 12oC to 28oC and total pre-
cipitation was ;100 mm.

The MUSOEXE-12 campaign was the first thematic experiment in the Heihe Watershed Allied Telemetry
Experiment Research project (HiWATER) [Li et al., 2013], comprising two nested observation matrices for
measuring surface energy budget (Figure 2). One was a large experimental area of ;35 km2, where four
eddy-covariance (EC) stations were located in the Shenshawo sandy desert, the Huazhaizi desert steppe, the
Gobi desert, and the Zhangye wetland, Figure 2). Another was a small experimental area of ;11 km2, with
agriculture land being the major land use type and with 17 EC stations scattered throughout the experimen-
tal area. For each EC station, an EC system was employed to measure H and LE at 30 min intervals, and an
automatic weather station was installed to record meteorological variables (i.e., Rn, Ta, wind speed and direc-
tion, Pa, and RH) at a 10 min interval. Ground heat flux was measured by three soil heat flux plates buried at
a depth of 5 cm around each flux tower. A residual method was used to close the energy balance for each
EC towers [Twine et al., 2000], as a previous study reported good agreement between H measured from EC
towers and that obtained by large aperture scintillometer in the study site [Xu et al., 2013].

In addition to ET recorded by EC systems, the ratio of T over ET was also measured at the Daman superstation
site (Figure 2) using a stable isotope-based method [Wen et al., 2012]. In situ LAI, fc and crop height were also
measured routinely at each EC station. LAI was observed with a vegetation canopy analyser (LAI-2000, LI-COR),
fc was measured based on a digital photography method [Liu et al., 2012], and crop height was measured with
a tape measure. Detailed description about the MUSOEXE-12 campaign can be found in Li et al. [2013].

3.2. Remote Sensing Data
During the MUSOEXE-12 campaign, Advance Spaceborne Thermal Emission and Reflection Radiometer (ASTER)
images (visible and near-infrared bands with a spatial resolution of 15 m, and thermal infrared bands with a spa-
tial resolution of 90 m) on six cloud-free days (i.e., 10 July, 2 August, 11 August, 18 August, 27 August, and 3 Sep-
tember) were acquired from NASA’s Earth Observing System and Data and Information System (EOSDIS) (http://
reverb.echo.nasa.gov/). The local overpass time for ASTER data was between 12:10 and 12:20 P.M.

3.3. Variable Derivation
Spatial distributions of meteorological variables were obtained by interpolating observations at 21 sites
with the inverse distance weighting method [Franke, 1982]. LST was retrieved from the thermal infrared

Figure 2. Location and the land use map of the study area. Circles in the right figure represent eddy covariance towers. The highlighted
area within the yellow rectangle denotes a focused area of the field campaign (i.e., the small experimental area).
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bands of the ASTER images using the ‘‘temperature and emissivity separation’’ method provided in Gillespie
et al. [1998] and Schmugge et al. [1998]. The broad-band surface emissivity (e) was calculated as a linear
combination of ASTER channel emissivity using the coefficients provided by Ogawa and Schmugge [2004].
Broad-band surface albedo was derived from six narrowband reflectance (band 1–3, 5, 6, 8, and 9) following
the method given by Liang [2001]. The NDVI was calculated from the red and near-infrared bands (band 3
and 2) following Huete et al. [2002]. Maps for vegetation parameters (i.e., LAI, crop height, and fc) were
derived from the parametric relationships between NDVI and in situ observations of the corresponding vari-
able (Figure 3).

4. Model Performance at the MUSOEXE-12 Site

For comparison with observations from the tower network, flux estimates were averaged over an upwind
source area (1–2 pixels/;180 m) for each flux tower [Li et al., 2008]. Moreover, all fluxes and meteorological
measurements were linearly interpolated to the time of satellite overpass using the two bounding
measurements.

4.1. Comparison With EC Tower Measurements
Results show that the estimated Rn and G agree well with observed ones for all examined days,
except for a few days that equation (3) overestimated G at the Gobi station and Shenshawo sandy
desert station (Figure 4). This discrepancy is likely due to parameter c, which should be lower for

Figure 3. Relationships between NDVI and crop height (a), LAI (b), and fc (c). n is the sample size and p value represents the significance level of the overall regression based on F-test.

Figure 4. Validation of estimated Rn (a) and G (b) at the flux sites. The solid lines represent the best fit linear relationship and the dashed lines are the 1:1 line. n is the sample size and p
value represents the significance level of the overall regression based on F-test.
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rock and sandy soil, but was prescribed with the same value (i.e., c50.35) for all pixels. Estimated Rn

has a root mean square error (RMSE) of 23 W/m2 and mean bias (defined as estimated mean minus
observed mean) of 28.7 W/m2, and the RMSE and mean bias for estimated G are 23.4 and 9.3 W/m2,
respectively (Table 1).

Comparisons of estimated sensible and latent heat fluxes from the three models and those from the
EC towers are shown in Figure 5. The three models performed very differently in estimating H and LE
despite using the same net radiation forcing and ground heat flux. HTEM performed generally better
and the MOD16 ET algorithm perfomed worst. The RMSE of H and LE from HTEM is 32.5 and 42.3 W/
m2, respectively. The TESB model perfomed similar as HTEM, with a RMSE of 43.1 W/m2 for H and a
RMSE of 49.8 W/m2 for LE (Table 1). However, HTEM did not show systematic bias in estimated H
(mean bias is 22.3 W/m2), while TSEB underestimated H as much as 22.8 W/m2. Interestingly, the
underestimation of H in TSEB is coincedently compensated by the underestimation of Rn and overes-
timation of G, and therefore resulted in good LE estimates (i.e., equations (4) and (5)). The mean bias
of LE from HTEM is 215.7 W/m2, and is 4.8 W/m2 for TSEB (Table 1). Nevertheless, a smaller bias in
LE does not necessarily indicate better performance of TSEB than HTEM, as errors in Rn and G esti-
mates canpropogate into LE estimates. Since the major component of both models was designed to
produce better H estimates, to that end, the HTEM model is more capable of predicting accurate
heat fluxes than TSEB.

Unlike HTEM and TSEB, the MOD16 ET algorithm estimates LE first whereas H is considered to be the residue
of the surface energy balance. However, as shown in Figure 5f, LEs from MOD16 are generally restricted
within a smaller range. The slope of the best fit linear regression between MOD16 LE and observed LE is
only 0.36, and the RMSE and mean bias of MOD16 LE are 95.3 and 234.5 W/m2, respectively (Table 1). Con-
sequently, H fluxes from the MOD16 ET algorithm also show large errors and no relationship can be found
between the estimated H and the observed ones (Figure 5e).

4.2. Spatial Distribution of ET
Taking 10 July as an example, Figure 6 shows the spatial pattern and frequency distributions of LE estimated
from the three models. The LE maps from the HTEM and TSEB models are fairly similar, while the MOD16 ET
algorithm yielded larger differences with respect to HTEM and TSEB. LE distributions from HTEM and TSEB
span a full range of 0–>600 W/m2 and show a bimodal pattern, reflecting large difference in land cover in
the area. In contrast, LE estimated from the MOD16 ET algorithm does not show an obvious bimodal distri-
bution and is constrained in a narrower range, extending up to only ;450 W/m2. Statistics also show a simi-
lar performance between the HTEM and TSEB models, but again, these are significantly different from the
MOD16 ET algorithm. The regional average and standard deviation of LE for HTEM are 401.6 and 126.9 W/
m2, and are 440.8 and 138.9 W/m2 for TSEB, respectively, which are significantly higher than those from the-
MOD16 ET algorithm (i.e., 316.3 and 70.2 W/m2). These results agree well with model validation at flux sites
as shown in Figure 5 and Table 1. Similar results are also obtained for other days (see supporting
information).

For different land cover types, all three models produced relatively higher LE in vegetated surfaces (i.e., agri-
cultural land and woodland) but lower LE in sandy and Gobi deserts as well as in Zhangye City located in
the upper-middle part of the study area (Table 2). Consistent with the regional distributions of LE shown in

Table 1. Summary of Statistics of Performance of the Three Models at the MUSOEXE-12 Site Based on Imagery From the Six Study Days
10 July, 2 August, 11 August, 18 August, 27 August, and 3 Septembera

Energy
Component Rn (W/m2) G (W/m2)

H (W/m2) LE (W/m2)

HTEM TSEB MOD16 HTEM TSEB MOD16

Estimated mean 626.4 65.8 83.0 62.5 101.8 477.6 498.1 458.8
RMSE 23.0 23.4 32.5 43.1 95.1 42.3 49.8 95.3
Bias 28.7 9.3 22.3 222.8 16.5 215.7 4.8 234.5
R2 0.88 0.59 0.79 0.72 0.07 0.88 0.85 0.46
Slope 0.86 0.90 0.83 0.88 20.28 0.99 1.03 0.36

aStatistics include the estimated mean, root mean square error (RMSE), mean bias (bias, defined as estimated mean minus observed
mean), the coefficient of determination (R2), and the slope of the best fit linear regression (slope).
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Figure 6, LE estimated from HTEM is very similar with that from the TSEB model over different land use
types, with LE from TSEB slightly higher than that from HTEM. However, LE from the MOD16 ET algorithm is
significantly different from that generated by the other two models, especially for the desert areas (Table 2).

Figure 5. Comparsion of observed H and LE with those estimated from the HTEM (a and b), the TSEB (c and d) and the MOD16 ET algorithms (e and f). The solid lines represent the best
fit linear relationship and the dashed lines are the 1:1 line. n is the sample size and p value represents the significance level of the overall regression based on F-test.
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In addition, disparities in LE over different land use types are also similar for both HTEM and TSEB models,
but much smaller from the MOD16 ET algorithm. This supports the results in Figure 6 that the spatial vari-
ability in estimated LE from MOD16 is lower than for the other two models.

Figure 6. Spatial patterns, frequency distributions (bar), and cumulative frequencies (curve) of LE estimated from the HTEM (a and b), the TSEB (c and d), and the MOD16 ET algorithms
(e and f) on 10 July, 2012. A bin size of 5 W/m2 was specified for the frequency distributions, the statistics show the spatially averaged LE and standard deviation.
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4.3. E and T Partitioning
One advantage of two-source models over one-source models is its ability to distinguish soil evaporation
from canopy transpiration. Here, we first compared the ratio of T/ET (or LEc/LE) estimated from the three
models with that from isotope measurements at the Daman superstation site to evaluate the model per-
formance in partitioning between E and T (Figure 7). Then, the spatial patterns of LEc/LE, LEc, and LEs from
the three models on 10 July are shown as an example for comparison. It is worthwhile to mention that the
effect of errors in Rn on LEc/LE is expected to be minimal because errors in Rn would proportionally propa-
gate into LEc and LE, and the overestimation of G mainly occurs in the two desert sites. Thus, the LEc/LE ratio
provides a good indicator of model physics in most areas (e.g., the Daman superstation site).

As shown in Figure 7, the ratio of LEc/LE is fairly high (i.e., 87.1% averaged over the six days), reflecting high
LAI and vegetation cover at the site during the study period. For the three models, the HTEM model pro-
duced the closest LEc/LE ratio (i.e., 86%) with the measurements, whereas the TSEB slightly overestimated
LEc/LE (i.e., 91.2%), and the MOD16 ET algorithm significantly underestimated it (66.6%). Results of the com-
parison at the site correspond well with those from the spatial distribution analysis, with TSEB producing
the highest spatial averaged LEc/LE and MOD16 giving the lowest LEc/LE (Figures 8 and 9 and Table 2),
which are the result of higher LEc and lower LEs estimated from the TSEB model and significantly lower LEc

estimated from the MOD16 ET algorithm (Figures 8 and 9). Although the three models have similar standard
deviations for LEc/LE, the spatial patterns of the two ET components (i.e., LEc and LEs) are very different. LEc

and LEs patterns produced from HTEM and TSEB are quite similar, while those from the MOD16 ET algorithm
show significant smaller spatial variability. In addition, both HTEM and TSEB models successfully captured
high evaporation rates from water surfaces located in the upper left part of the domain. Unfortunately, the
MOD16 ET algorithm again seriously underestimated these expected high evaporative fluxes (Figure 8).

5. Differences Between the Models: Revisiting the Model Physics

Although the three models were designed to simulate evaporation and transpiration processes, the results
shown above clearly demonstrate that there exist appreciable differences among these models. For the two

energy balance-based models
(i.e., HTEM and TSEB), if errors
in Rn and G estimates can be
neglected, the HTEM model
performed generally better in
estimating all three key varia-
bles (i.e., H, LE, LEc/LE) whereas
TSEB tends to underestimate H
but overestimate LEc/LE in
most cases. The MOD16 ET
algorithm estimates LE directly
from a Penman-Monteith type
of equation; however, it per-
formed worst compared to the
two other models. Differences
in model performance can be
attributed to differences in
model physics, assumptions

Table 2. Mean Estimated LE (W/m2) and LEc/LE Over the Six Study Days for Each Land Use Type

Land Use

HTEM TSEB MOD16

LE LEc/LE LE LEc/LE LE LEc/LE

Agricultural 399.1 0.72 426.8 0.76 436.4 0.56
Woodland 392.7 0.65 420.9 0.68 426.4 0.51
Urban 263.6 0.49 295.1 0.58 367.1 0.39
Desert 157.0 0.05 179.4 0.13 329.2 0.03
Water 477.1 - 485.2 - 397.1 -

Figure 7. Comparison of the ratio of transpiration to evapotranspiration (i.e., LEc/LE) esti-
mated from the three models and that measured by isotope analysis at the Daman super-
station site. Mean represents averaged LEc/LE ratios over the 6 days.
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involved and input variables. Previous studies have conducted comprehensive analysis on model sensitivity
to input data [Mouida and Alaa, 2011; Yang and Shang, 2013; Yang et al., 2014]. Here, we aim to explain dif-
ferences in model outputs by analyzing the primary model hypotheses and model parameterizations. Con-
sidering the differences in modeling logics among the three models, analysis of HTEM and TSEB will focus
on the estimation of H, whereas analysis of the MODIS ET algorithm will focus on the estimation of LE. In
addition, model performance of partitioning between E and T will also be discussed.

5.1. HTEM
The overall good performance of HTEM is attributed to its two key features. First, it adopts a theoretically
determined VI/LST space to decompose LST, which can largely reduce subjectivity and uncertainties in
determining extreme boundaries of the VI/LST space from visual interpretation of satellite images being
used [Long and Singh et al., 2013; Tang et al., 2013]. Theoretical derivation of extreme boundaries also allows
a pixel-wise determination of the VI/LST space, which has successfully addressed the scale issue that is gen-
erally associated with spatial variability models. Second, the hybrid dual-source scheme of HTEM results in a

Figure 8. Spatial distributions of estimated LEc/LE, LEc, and LEs from the HTEM model (a–c), the TSEB model (d–f), and the MOD16 ET algorithm (g–i) for the study region on 10 July 2012.
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better performance of ET partitioning over a broad range of vegetated surfaces, in comparison to other
models that are based either on the layer scheme or patch scheme [Lu et al., 2014].

However, there are two assumptions made in HTEM, which may potentially result in uncertainties. The first
is the determination of the cold edge of the trapezoidal fc/LST space. In HTEM, the air temperature is taken
to be the horizontal cold edge under the assumption that the surface with the largest ET rate would corre-
spond to the smallest difference between Ts/Tc and Ta. A similar assumption was adopted in Long and Singh
[2012b] and Jiang and Islam [1999]. However, such an assumption does not explicitly account for the effects
of advection on partitioning of turbulent energy fluxes. In the current study, we did observe some pixels
scattered below the theoretical cold edge of HTEM on the scatterplot of the fc/LST space (see supporting
information for an example for 10 July), indicating the presence of advection or the cloud effect. Use of air
temperature as the cold edge could, however, obviates the pseudo identification of pixels affected by
advection. Figure 5a shows that HTEM generally overestimates H when the observed H is less than zero. To
explicitly consider the effect of advection and energy partitioning and therefore obtain a more realistic cold
edge for the trapezoid space, the method provided by Moran et al. [1994] that uses vapor pressure deficit in
the calculation of wet extremes may be helpful. Nevertheless, if precise measurements of vapor pressure for
extreme surfaces are not available from field experiments, the use of Ta for the cold edge is an operational
way to prescribe the lower boundary of the trapezoid space [Long and Singh, 2012b].

Figure 9. Frequency distributions (bar) and cumulative frequencies (curve) of estimated LEc/LE, LEc, and LEs from the HTEM model (a–c), the TSEB model (d–f), and the MOD16 ET algo-
rithm (g–i) for the study region on 10 July 2012. A bin size of 5 W/m2 was specified for the frequency distributions, the statistics show the spatially averaged LE and standard deviation.
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Another assumption involved in HTEM lies in the use of a linear weighted average of temperatures:
LST5fcTc1(1-fc)Ts, which represents a simplification of the nonlinear combination of temperatures (i.e.,
equation (7)). It is noted that the same simplification is also made in the series-TSEB models, e.g., equation
(A(5)) in Norman et al. [1995] and equation (11) in Anderson et al. [2007]. This simplification is generally valid
as long as the temperature difference between Tc and Ts is small compared with LST [Nishida et al., 2003;
Price, 1990]. However, the use of a nonlinear relationship among the three temperatures would be more
representative of the reality.

5.2. TSEB
The TSEB model adopts the Priestley-Taylor (P-T) parameterization and an iteration procedure for estimating
the energy partitioning, in which two critical issues deserve further investigation.

The first issue comes from uncertainties in determining the initial P-T coefficient (i.e., equation (8)), which
has been documented in many other studies [e.g., Agam et al., 2010]. In TSEB, a value of 1.3 (or 1.26) for the
initial P-T coefficient was suggested. However, in the P-T equation, ET is calculated based solely on radiation
forcing (known as equilibrium ET), and an empirical coefficient (i.e., the P-T coefficient) is multiplied with
the radiation term to account for the effects of aerodynamic forcing and vegetation controls on ET. The aer-
odynamic forcing, which is determined by many environmental factors, e.g., relative humidity, air tempera-
ture, wind speed, and canopy structures, is highly variable in time and space. Hence, a deterministic P-T
coefficient can hardly be expected to be functional. In general, the P-T coefficient is given to be approxi-
mately 1.3 over moist surfaces but is much smaller for dry surfaces and higher for advection conditions
[Komatsu, 2003].

In this study, the initial P-T coefficient was taken to be 1.3 as suggested by the developer of the TSEB model
[Norman et al., 1995]. However, comparison with tower measurements shows that H was generally underes-
timated by TSEB for all study days except the first day when H was overestimated. This suggests that the
prescribed initial P-T coefficient might be higher than the reality in the latter five days and lower in the first
day. To verify this point, we examined the errors in the estimated H by employing the TSEB model with dif-
ferent initial P-T coefficients (Figure 10a). It is shown that the minimum H RMSE occurs when the initial P-T
coefficients are lower than 1.3 in the latter 5 days (i.e., 1.2 on 2 August and 27 August, and 1.1 on 11 August,
18 August, and 3 September). We then investigated the effect of environmental factors on the initial P-T
coefficient and found that this coefficient is significantly positively correlated with wind speed (u) and VPD
(Figure 10b). It should be noted that in TSEB, the P-T approximation only applies to the vegetation compo-
nent so that the effect of LAI on the initial P-T coefficient is considered minimal [Agam et al., 2010]. How-
ever, apart from wind speed and VPD, vegetation properties and canopy structures (i.e., minimum stomatal
resistance and vegetation height) can also impact the P-T coefficient in a certain way.

To gain a more physical understanding of the P-T coefficient and how it varies in space and time, the
Penman-Monteith (P-M) model, which considers both radiation and aerodynamic terms in estimating

Figure 10. RMSE in H estimated by the TSEB model applied with different initial P-T coefficients (a), and the calibration results of the bivari-
ate regression model for the P-T coefficient (b). The solid circles in Figure 10a correspond to the lowest RMSE. n in Figure 10b is the sample
size and p value in Figure 10b represents the significance level of the overall regression based on F-test.
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surface heat fluxes, was adopted to
estimate potential canopy transpira-
tion (LEc_potential) [Guan and Wilson,
2009; Yang et al., 2012]

LEcPotential 5
DRnc1fcðqCpVPDÞ=rh

a

D1cð11rc
smin

=rh
aÞ

(12)

where rc
smin

is the minimum surface
resistance, which is determined fol-
lowing Mu et al. [2011]. The P-T coeffi-
cient is then calculated as the ratio of
LEc_potential estimated from equation
(12) over the equilibrium T given by
equation (8) (i.e., LEeq).

Not surprisingly, the estimated P-T
coefficients from the P-M model are higher than 1.3 on 10 July and lower than 1.3 for the rest 5 days (Figure
11). This explains the overestimation of H for 10 July and underestimation of H for other days by the TSEB
model (Figure 5c). In addition, large spatial variability in the P-T coefficient was found among pixels despite
the relatively small domain size (;35 km2), which further demonstrates the limitations of using a single
value of the P-T coefficient across space and time in TSEB.

The second issue in TSEB lies in its iterative procedure for ET partitioning, which iteratively reduces the P-T
coefficient as long as the estimated LEs is negative. However, overestimation of LEc does not necessarily
result in negative LEs, especially when the overestimation of LEc is smaller than the absolute value of LEs.
The iteration procedure can only be triggered for the circumstances that the P-T parameterization attributes
too great a portion of the net latent flux to the canopy transpiration. To that end, the TSEB model tends to
overestimate LEc and underestimate LEs in most cases, especially when LEs is large while LEc is small (e.g.,
during the first several days after a rainfall event [Scott et al., 2006]). This may explain the estimated large
transpiration fraction by TSEB (Figures 7–9).

For example, on 10 July, only 5.7% of the pixels showed negative LEs after the first calculation of LEc by the
P-T parameterization, indicating that nearly 95% of the pixels transpired at potential rates. However, this
number is somehow unreasonable given that a large proportion of the area is dominated by sandy and/or
Gobi desert, where the scattered plants are often subject to water stress. The fractions of negative LEs in the
total number of pixels after the first estimation of LEc for the remaining five days are 3.5%, 6.7%, 5.8%, 2.8%,
and 6.2%, respectively. It should be noted that the overestimation in LEc and underestimation in LEs would
offset in some cases and consequently result in comparable LE estimates. However, both effects jointly con-
tribute to an overestimation of LEc/LE (or T/ET), as is evidenced from Figures 7 and 8.

The two issues in the TSEB model analyzed above could well explain the differences in output between
HTEM and TSEB. Taking 27 August when the P-T coefficient shows the highest spatial variability as an exam-
ple (Figure 12), the difference between H estimated from HTEM and that from TSEB shows an increasing
trend with increasing initial P-T coefficients (Figure 12a). This corroborates the theoretical analysis made
above that a higher initial P-T coefficient may result in a higher transpiration rate and consequently a lower
sensible heat flux. On the other hand, a higher initial P-T coefficient also leads to a higher LEc/LE ratio (Fig-
ure 12b). This is because a higher initial P-T coefficient in equation (8) is explicitly related to higher canopy
transpiration, while the iteration process to reduce the P-T coefficient may not necessarily be triggered if
evaporation from the soil surface is larger than zero. As a result, a larger negative difference is expected
between LEc/LE estimated from the HTEM model and that from the TSEB model (Figure 8 and Table 2). How-
ever, this difference tends to decrease with increasing leaf area index (Figure 12b), as the uncertainties in
TSEB rising from the two issues mentioned above are reduced remarkably when LEc is far greater than LEs

(i.e., high LAI conditions).

5.3. MOD16 ET Algorithm
Different from HTEM and TSEB, the MOD16 ET algorithm estimates ET directly based on the P-M type of
equations. One advantage of this method is to circumvent the difficulty in decomposing the bulk radiative

Figure 11. Comparison of the P-T coefficient estimated from the P-M model and
the bivariate regression model, and that used in the TSEB model. Error bars indi-
cate one standard deviation of the P-T coefficient from the P-M model among
pixels.
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temperature into component temperatures. In addition, using the P-M type of equations allows the model
to estimate ET at daily or longer time scales, which avoids uncertainties in upscaling of instantaneous latent
heat flux at the time of satellite overpass to longer time scales. Here, we applied the MOD16 ET algorithm at
an instantaneous scale to ensure that the results from the three models are comparable. Although the origi-
nal MOD16 ET algorithm was developed to estimate ET at a daily (or longer) time scale, the application of
the model at an instantaneous scale can still reveal model limitations that may potentially lead to uncertain-
ties at longer time scales.

First, the effects of the soil moisture restriction on evaporation and transpiration processes in the MOD16 ET
algorithm are dependent solely on meteorological forcing (i.e., equations (10) and (11)), resulting in a slower
response of variations in energy and heat fluxes than the thermal infrared remote sensing-based ET models
[Long and Singh, 2010]. As shown in Figures 8–10 and Table 2, spatial variability in latent heat flux from
MOD16 is significantly lower than that from HTEM and TSEB. Surface radiative temperature (i.e., LST) is
physically related to surface soil moisture, with higher/lower LST generally indicating dry/wet conditions.
However, the interactions between Ta or VPD and soil moisture are usually very weak, even at relatively lon-
ger time scales. On the other hand, the spatial distributions of meteorological variables (e.g., Ta and VPD)
are generally much more uniform than that of soil moisture, especially for areas that are relatively small but
with heterogeneous land use types. Thus, use of meteorological forcing alone cannot completely accommo-
date the effect of the soil moisture restriction on ET processes on a physical basis and therefore may result
in a smaller variability in ET estimates. This limitation is expected to be most obvious in areas around the
transitions between two different land use types. Model intercomparison shows that the difference
between LE from MOD16 and that from HTEM and TSEB is closely related to LST (Figure 13), highlighting
the importance of using LST to explicitly account for the soil moisture restriction on ET in remote sensing ET
models.

Second, the MOD16 ET algorithm estimates transpiration from a P-M type equation where the canopy con-
ductance is expressed as the potential canopy conductance multiplied by two scaling factors representing
influences from air temperature and VPD (i.e., equation (10)). However, the two factors are physically inter-
dependent: a higher air temperature is usually associated with a higher VPD, and vice versa. Direct multipli-
cation of the influences from the two factors could result in overestimation of environmental stresses on
canopy conductance and thus underestimation of transpiration [Yang et al., 2013d, 2014; Wang et al.,
2014a]. To avoid the overlap of information in correlated explanatory variables, the multidimensional state
space developed in Yang et al. [2013d] can be helpful.

Third, the complementary relationship is adopted by the MOD16 ET algorithm to estimate the effect of the
soil moisture restriction on evaporation (i.e., equation (11)), in which the determination of parameter b

Figure 12. Difference in sensible heat flux (a) and LEc/LE (b) estimated from the HTEM and TSEB models as a function of initial P-T coefficient determined from the P-M model on 27
August 2012. Color scale represents differences in LAI.
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involves large uncertainties. The value of b is taken to be 100 in the old version of MOD16 (equation (12) in
Mu et al. [2007]), whereas in the improved algorithm, the b value is changed to be 200 without physical
explanations (equation (27) in Mu et al. [2011]). This highlights the empirical nature of parameter b that
needs careful calibration for a specific region. Here, we conducted a numerical experiment to examine how
equation (11) responds with changing air temperature and relative humidity under different b conditions.
Results show that both b5100 and b5200 in equation (11) result in almost nil soil evaporation for the entire
range of air temperatures when relative humidity is less than 50% (Figure 14). This result is somehow unrea-
sonable, as soil evaporation indeed occurs under moderate to low RH conditions, which has been evi-
denced by numerous observation and modeling studies [e.g., Lei and Yang, 2010; Zhang et al., 2014]. In the
current study, the b value was set to 1000 following Fisher et al. [2008], leading to a much more reasonable
output of equation (11) (Figure 14c) and consequently LEs (Figures 9 and 10 and Table 2).

The MODIS ET product [Mu et al., 2011] was produced based on the MOD16 ET algorithm, in which meteor-
ological data are only available at 1o 3 1.25o spatial resolution. As discussed above, the coarse-resolution
climate data may result in homogenous LE over an area as large as ;15,000 km2 if the land cover type and
vegetation density are uniform in the region, despite high spatial variability in soil moisture. Although this
only represents an extreme case, it suggests that performance of the MOD16 ET algorithm is very likely to
degrade with decreasing spatial resolution of meteorological data. On the other hand, the MODIS ET prod-
uct has a temporal resolution of 8 days, at which the coupling between land surface and atmosphere can
be stronger than at shorter timescales. Use of only meteorological input to account for the soil moisture
restriction on surface conductance would be somehow more reasonable in this case.

5.4. Further Discussion
Although the MUSOEXE-12 site belongs to a relatively dry climate, it consists of a range of land covers and
soil moisture conditions. Therefore, the limitations associated with the model physics as analyzed above
may also cause modeling errors by the three models in other areas with similar surface wetness conditions,
and possibly over climatic conditions. It is worth noting that the above comparison and analysis were con-
ducted at an instantaneous scale, at which the uncertainties associated with limitations in model physics
can be better revealed. However, the ultimate goal of developing remote sensing-based ET models is to
obtain temporally continuous and spatially consistent ET from field to global scales. To that end, the
MOD16 ET algorithm, which was originally developed to estimate ET at a daily (or longer) time scale based
on the Penman-Monteith type equations, may be more suited for a temporally continuous ET mapping
than energy balance-based models (e.g., HTEM and TSEB), in which the required LST is only available at a
relatively coarse temporal resolution (i.e., longer than 1 day) from polar orbiting satellite sensors (e.g.,
MODIS and Landsat). This explains the fact that an energy balance model-based global ET data set has not

Figure 13. Difference in estimated LE between the HTEM and MOD16 model (a) and between the TSEB and MOD16 model (b), as a function of land surface temperature on 10 July
2012. Color scale represents differences in LAI.
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been generated yet. Geostationary satellites that provide temporally continuous observations of multiple
land surface variables offer an opportunity for energy balance-based models to map ET continuously [Trigo
et al., 2011]. This information therefore deserves special attention in future studies of satellite-based global
ET mapping [Ghilain et al., 2011].

In addition, it is widely noted in the literature that ET models often perform relatively poorly at large scales
(e.g., Chen et al., 2014; Long et al., 2014]. This is probably related to the fact that the water balance is often
not maintained in ET models [Long et al., 2014], which remains a challenge for further studies. One possible
solution would be to incorporate the ET equations into a hydrological model and perform parameter esti-
mation so that the water balance within a given domain (e.g., river basin) can be satisfied.

Moreover, the current comparison study was performed based on the default or suggested parameteriza-
tion scheme of each model [Mu et al., 2011; Kustas and Norman, 1997; Yang and Shang, 2013]. Although our
theoretical analyses of model structural limitations are well supported by observations, the potential differ-
ences among model outputs may be due to inadequate parameterizations of the three models at the study
site. For example, local parameterization of resistance terms in the MOD16 ET algorithm is expected to
improve the model performance under this specific environmental setting; however, the required observa-
tional data for a detailed model parameterization is often not readily available for most regions and per-
forming local calibration can largely reduce the operational capability of the model. Finally, our comparison
relies on ground-based flux measurements, satellite images, and other data at limited sites and days, which
may potentially lead to uncertainties. Comparisons of models over a range of diverse bioclimates and lon-
ger periods are recommended in future studies.

6. Conclusions

In this study, we compare three process-based dual-source remote sensing ET models (i.e., HTEM, TSEB, and
the MOD16 ET algorithm) during the MUSOEXE-12 campaign in the Heihe River Basin with a dry climate in

Figure 14. Ratios of LEs_dry to LEs_dry_potential from equation (11) applied with different b coefficient as a function of air temperature and relative humidity.
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Northwest China. Model outputs are compared with observations from a dense network of eddy covariance
towers and isotope sampling at the Daman superstation. In addition, a thorough analysis on model physics
is performed to explain the disagreement between model outputs and observations and the differences in
model performances. The main conclusions are summarized as follows:

1. Compared with in situ observations, the two energy balance-based models (i.e., HTEM and TSEB) perform
much better than the Penman-Monteith equation-type model (i.e., the MOD16 ET algorithm). For the two
energy balance models, HTEM shows generally better performance in estimating H and ET partitioning,
whereas the TSEB model systematically underestimates H and overestimates T/ET under this environmental
setting.

2. The HTEM model tends to overestimate H when H is small or negative, which can be ascribed mostly to
the underestimation of the cold edge of the trapezoid space determined by HTEM under advection condi-
tions. Taking the air temperature as the horizontal cold edge may not capture surface heat fluxes when
there is a strong advection effect, which leads to an inverse temperature gradient (i.e., Ts<Ta).

3. In the TSEB model, large uncertainties arise from the determination of the initial P-T coefficient and with
the iteration procedure, which are responsible for the overestimation of LE and T/ET from TSEB. A Penman-
Monteith type equation is a possible solution to obtain a more realistic initial P-T coefficient. However, the
target criteria for the iteration process still need further investigations.

4. The MOD16 ET algorithm accounts in part for the effects of soil moisture restriction on evaporation and
transpiration processes using meteorological forcing, which makes the model respond slower to variations
in energy and heat fluxes than the thermal infrared remote sensing-based ET models. As a result, the
MOD16ET algorithm failed to reproduce reasonable spatial ET patterns over relatively dry environments
and at the instantaneous time scale. Moreover, the empirical coefficient b used in estimating evaporation
from unsaturated soil surfaces requires careful calibration for a specific study region.
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